






Evolving out of Peter Robinson's ongoing exploration of New Zealand's current societal

climate, particularly in relation to ideas of cultural and personal alienation, Point of Infinite

Density charts the paranoia and anxieties of late twentieth century existence. Like a

traveller's rucksack, a blue tarpaufin unrolls to reveal a landing strip of debris, a 'cosmic

garage sale'2 full of the everyday wreckage of popular culture. Formed largely of downloads

from the intemet, this vast, uncatalogued swathe of imagery echoes the sensation of

rummaging through sites on the world wide web. Like the In emet, It is presented without

explanation, inviting us to navigate our own course through the rubble and assemble a

fresh narrative from a set of seemingly random associations.

No god only being and nothingness

Extending the sense of cui ural dislocation explored in Robinson's sparingly annola ed

Big Bang paintmgs of 1997-8, Point of Infinite Denslly eems ith re erences to

loneliness, alienation and loss of faith. Bleak, handwritten phrases - "If thine eye

offend thee pluck It ou - highlight the struggle 0 hold onto belief in a fin de sleele world

full of information but short on substance. Wl1hin the chaotic configuralton 0 references,
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the allusions locutts and doomsday groups, such as Heaven's Galeand the Branch Davidians

of Waco, clearly rellect a contemporary crisis 01 confidence and identity. It is no coincidence

that the 'higher level' that Heaven's Gale members died to attain (by abandoning their bodily

'containers' to hitch a ride on the next available spaceship) was presented to them by the

cult's leaders as a place of "boundless nurturing and comfort".3

The ramshacKle signposts dotted throughoul the installation oller no spiritual harbour, directing

us instead to nolhing and nowhere, and illustrating an ongoing, and apparently fruitless,

search for meaning. Everywhere is the suggestion of imminent disasler, of the balance

shilling, threatening fo lip. Given these images ot confusion and desolation, where a plastic







Including a Iifesized sliver 'space suif, the installation operates in outer space as well

as cyberspace, wilh the vast and incomprehensible reaches of the galaxies echoing

the limitless possibilities for exploration implicit In Ihe lellers 'www'.Withln Robinson's

calculated constructions, 'no hair theory' is translated Into 'no here theory'· 8 comment

on the way Ihat multiple alternate 'realities' can make the present seem less plausible.

This sense of paradox is compounded by Ihe juxtaposition between a film still 01

David Bowie in The Man Who Fell 10 Earth and a stereotypical Image of a bald,

chlldJike alien. These contrasting images lDustrate our ability 10 view v1silors from

outer space as bo:h innocent and manipulative, enslavers and liberators, givers and

takers of knowledge and life. AckoowIedging the power 01 the black hole as a metaphor

tor both the unknown and the triumph of chaos over destiny, Robinson relates these

aIt-«lnsuming voids to the white noise ht surrounds modem society, a wtlirlpool 01

superficiality which threatens to ev8pOf3te everything of substance and significance.

Large 'O%'signs and koru-fike lines spiraling away into txackness indicate Robinson's

desire to make wol1l. about everything... and nolhing.

Artists eat artists

The ab~ity 01 tecMology 10 accelerate the dissemnation 01 infonnation has also

resulted in the increase of influence, appropriation and rmvenlion. Photographic

images 01 a luridly gaping mouth, which occur Ihroughout Robinson's inslaBatioo,

point 10 what he describes as the world of 'artisl eat artist", in which lew Ideas are

original, and COlYIections and comparisons ate Inevitable.



Point ofInfnte Densit)l1s fIJI of overt and less

obvious homages to many ditterenl artists.

Robnlon Ii:sts Wondrian., AIYJy wamoI, Frans
West. Bridget Riey am Jean.MicheI Ba.sqUat

as just SCIlTl8 01 his O"ealMl 'down-toads'.

I dm the I';!and'

Placed within this ruturlslic wasteland the

pieces Of a fun·fur'Robinson Crusoe' suit and

a series Of disembodied loolprints allude to

the overwhelming sense of exile Robinson

expenenced during Ns time spent as an artist

in Germany. The littered tarpaulins take 00

the appearance 01 flotsam and jetsam

washed up and arranged by some deranged

inhabitant of a desert island. Magpie pieces

of culture, the duttered paraphernalia 01 the

present, are retrieved and slored as

Ialismans aganstloneliness.

Unlike Daniel Defoe's enterprising and

R:Iustrious Crusoe, who furnished tWnseIl with



all the comforts of home. even a useful valet

(the 'noble savage' Man Friday), our present

day Robinson has surrounded himself with

objects whose value Is dubiOUS and entirely

subject to Interpretallon,

The collapse of communicatIon and

dislocation from soc e y symbolised by

Robinson's self-contained Island reflect the

situation of the protagonist Robert aitland

In J.G. Ballard's 1973 novel Concrete Island.

literally marooned amid a sea of

transportation alter crashing on 0 a small

traffic Island beneath a see hing motorway

system Malt/and begins to ac no ledge the

pari he has played In his do 'mfall by

In enllonally and progressively distancing

himself from meaningful human contact

Robinson's Island IS an ambiguous metaphor;

a place of sanctuary but also one of

empllness. The familiar rehcs ve gather

around us offer hllle In the way of knowledge

or protection. serving inS ead to shield and

separate us from reahty.





With its randomly constructed grid networ1( and ever-ehanging netwol1l. of associations,

Robinson's futuristIC 1sIand-city is a landscape of transit, a point of negoUation between

the past, the present and the future. The mages Inviteconnections and numerous random

dialogues exist, bul this is nol a simple exploration. On the cusp 01 a new century, a

voyage of discovery can begin (and end) wilh a road 10 nowhere.
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